Evaluation of Apically Extruded Debris Using Positive and Negative Pressure Irrigation Systems in Association with Different Irrigants
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This study evaluated the amount of apically extruded debris after chemo-mechanical preparation (CMP) using positive and negative pressure irrigation systems [Conventional irrigation (CI) and EndoVac (EV)] in association with different irrigants [6% Sodium Hypochlorite (NaOCl), 2% Chlorhexidine gel + saline solution (CHXg + SS), 2% Chlorhexidine solution (CHXs) or Saline solution (SS)]. Eighty mandibular premolars with single root canals were selected and randomly assigned into 8 groups (n = 10) according to the irrigation system and the irrigant used during CMP: G1 (EV + NaOCl), G2 (EV + CHXg + SS), G3 (EV + CHXs), G4 (EV + SS), G5 (CI + NaOCl), G6 (CI + CHXg + SS), G7 (CI + CHXs) and G8 (CI + SS). Reciproc® R25 files (25/08) were used during the CMP and the extruded debris from each tooth was collected in pre-weighted Eppendorf tubes and dried. The average weight of debris was assessed using a microbalance, and the data were statistically analyzed using ANOVA and the post hoc Tukey’s test (α = 0.05). All groups were associated with debris extrusion. EV was the irrigation system with less extruded debris (p < 0.05). No differences were observed regarding the irrigant when EV was used. When CI was used, CHXg + SS were associated with lower debris extrusion (p < 0.05). It was concluded that no irrigation protocol succeeded in preventing debris extrusion. EV resulted in lower levels of debris extrusion than CI. The use of CHXg + SS resulted in lower debris extrusion.

Introduction

During chemo-mechanical preparation (CMP), root canal instruments and intracanal irrigants are used for the elimination of pulp tissue, microorganisms, as well as for the removal of debris from the root canal system (1). During the use of endodontic instruments and irrigants, organic and inorganic debris, bacteria and irrigants may extrude to the periradicular tissues (2-4). An important clinical situation resulting from apically extruded debris during endodontic therapy has to do with flare-up, which consists of acute exacerbations of an asymptomatic pulpitis and/or periradicular pathologic condition. This condition is not desirable for patients and clinicians, and may happen from 2 – 3.2% of the cases (5-7).

Currently, different irrigation substances and delivery systems have been used to improve the root canal system disinfection. Conventional irrigation (CI) uses various needle types adapted to a disposable plastic syringe associated with apical positive pressure and is widely accepted (8). However, its safety has been questioned since positive pressure used to introduce the irrigant into the canal may cause extrusion of the solution to periradicular tissues, resulting in severe tissue damage and postoperative pain (9). EndoVac system (EV) (SybronEndo, Orange, CA, USA) comprises an alternative irrigation regimen developed with the aim of reducing the risk of extruding the irrigation solution into the periradicular tissues due to negative pressure along the working length (10). The EV can be regarded as safe when used during root canal treatment, which is confirmed by studies showing low extrusion during EV irrigation (10-12).

Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) is widely used as the main irrigant during endodontic therapy (13). However, chlorhexidine (CHX) has been suggested as an alternative to NaOCl due to its properties: a wide range of antimicrobial activity, substantivity, lower cytotoxicity than NaOCl, lubricating properties and efficient clinical performance (14). Furthermore, gel-based CHX shows rheological action, which keeps the debris in suspension (14). This property might be associated with a reduction in the risk of debris extrusion and consequently the incidence of flare-ups.

Although most studies associate the extrusion of debris caused by different preparation techniques and by the instruments used (2,3,15-18) the literature is scarce on the correlation between different irrigation techniques and irrigant substances. Therefore, the current ex vivo study was designed to evaluate the amount of apically extruded debris after CMP of root canals with two different irrigation techniques (EV and CI) in association with four different root canal irrigants [6% NaOCl (NaOCl), 2% CHX gel (CHXg) + saline solution (SS), 2% CHX solution (CHXs) and SS].
The null hypothesis tested was: there are no significant differences on the amount of extruded debris amongst the irrigation techniques and root canal irrigants.

**Material and Methods**

The method for assessment of apically extruded debris was adapted from De-Deus et al. (19).

**Sample Selection**

This study was revised and approved by the local ethics committee. Eighty freshly extracted human premolars with similar root length were selected. The inclusion criteria were single-rooted teeth with one root canal and one apical foramen with a mature apex radiographically confirmed. Soft tissue remnants and calculus on the external root surface were removed mechanically. Then, the teeth were disinfected in 0.5% chloramine T, stored in distilled water at 4°C and used within 6 months after extraction. To standardize the root canal curvature, digital radiographs of each tooth were taken and the angle of curvature of each canal was measured using an image analysis program (AxioVision 4.5; Carl Zeiss Vision, Hallbergmoos, Germany). The angle of curvature was considered to initiate at the coronal aspect of the apical third of the canal (20) and only those teeth with canal curvature < 10° and an initial apical size equivalent to a size 15 K-file (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) were selected. Teeth were standardized to a length of 15 mm from the apex by using an Isomet 1000 precision saw (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA). Apical patency was determined by inserting a size 15 K-file (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) into the root canal until its tip was visible at the apical foramen under an operating microscope (DFV Comercial e Ind. Ltda, Valença, RJ, Brazil) at 20 X magnification, and the working length (WL) was set 1 mm short of this measurement.

**Root Canal Preparation**

A single operator instrumented the canals of all specimens, using Reciproc® R25 single-files (25/0.08, VDW GmbH, Munich, Germany), using RECIPROCAL ALL program (VDW). R25 files were used in a slow in-and-out pecking motion with a 3-mm amplitude limit combined with brushing motion. After 3 pecking motions, the file was withdrawn and then cleaned and inspected before being reused. The canal was rinsed with the irrigant substances, and a 15 K-file was used to confirm patency. This procedure was repeated until the file reached the WL.

**Experimental Groups and Irrigation Protocol**

The samples were randomly divided into eight experimental groups (n = 10) using a computer algorithm (http://www.random.org) according to the irrigation technique and irrigant substance: G1 (EV + NaOCl); G2 (EV + CHXg + SS); G3 (EV + CHXs); G4 (EV + SS); G5 (CI + NaOCl); G6 (CI + CHXg + SS); G7 (CI + CHXs); G8 (CI + SS)

The total volume used was 10 mL for all groups, except for G2 and G6. For these groups the volume was 2 mL of CHXg and 8 mL of SS for volume standardization.

The 2% CHX-gel (Endogel, Itapetininga, SP, Brazil) consisted of a gel base (1% natrosol) and CHX gluconate at pH 7.0. NaOCl was prepared by Drogal (Piracicaba, SP, Brazil).

EndoVac: Irrigant was delivered via the master delivery tip, and microcannula was used for evacuation of the solution. After every 6 s, the microcannula was withdrawn 2 mm for 6 s to evacuate microtubules and insure a constant irrigant exchange, and then the microcannula was placed 1 mm short of WL. After each 3 pecking motions, the root canals were irrigated with the EndoVac for 1 min and following root canal preparation it was used for 2 min as a final rinse.

Needle: Irrigant was applied with a syringe and a 30-gauge needle (NaviTip, Ultradent Products Inc, South Jordan, UT, USA). The irrigation needle was placed as far into the canal as possible without binding and no longer than 1 mm from the WL. The evacuation of the irrigant solution was performed by using Capillary Tips 0.36 mm (Ultradent Products INC, South Jordan, UT, USA).

**Debris Collection**

The method used for the collection of apically extruded debris was adapted from a previous study (21).

Eppendorf tubes were weighted using a 10⁻⁵-g precision analytic microbalance (SP Labor, São Paulo, SP, Brazil). Three consecutive weights were obtained for each tube and mean was considered to be its initial weight. A 27-G needle was placed alongside the stopper to be used as a drainage cannula and to equalize the air pressure inside and outside the tubes. Next, each stopper with the tooth and the needle was attached to its Eppendorf tube, and the tubes were fitted into vials. The operator was shielded from seeing the root apex during the instrumentation procedures by a rubber dam that obscured the vial. Immediately after canal instrumentation, the Eppendorf tube was removed from the vial.

Each tooth was removed from the Eppendorf tube and the debris adhered to the root surface was collected by washing off the apex with 1 mL of distilled water into the Eppendorf tube. The tubes were stored in an incubator at 68°C for 5 days to evaporate the moisture before weighing the dry debris (22). Weighing was carried out again and three consecutive weights were obtained for each tube, and the mean was calculated. The dry weight of the extruded debris was calculated by subtracting the weight of the empty tube from that of the tube containing debris.
Statistical analysis

As the preliminary analysis of the raw pooled data revealed a bell-shaped distribution (D'Agostino and Person omnibus normality test), statistical analysis was performed using analysis of variance ANOVA and post hoc Tukey test for multiple comparisons. The alpha-type error was set at 0.05.

Results

All groups were associated with apical debris extrusion. EV was associated with less extruded debris when compared to CI (p<0.05) (Fig. 1). No differences were observed regarding the irrigant substance when EV was used during irrigation; however, when CI was used, 2% CHXg + SS was associated with lower debris extrusion than other irrigants (p<0.05) (Fig. 2).

Discussion

To the best of the current authors’ knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the influence of different irrigation techniques (EV and CI) and irrigation substances (NaOCl, CHXg + SS, CHXs and SS) on the amount of apically extruded debris.

The first part of the present study showed that irrespective the irrigant substance used, EV was associated with less debris extrusion than CI. Our results are in accordance with previous studies that evaluated debris extrusion and compared EV with CI (10-12,23-25); however, it is the first time that EV is evaluated using chlorhexidine either in gel or in liquid presentation. The second part of the present study pointed out an absence of differences on the extruded debris amongst the four different root canal irrigant when EV was used as irrigation technique. In contrast, when CI was used, less debris extrusion was achieved by 2% CHXg + SS group. The viscosity and rheological action of CHX gel, which keeps the debris in suspension (14), apparently minimizes the risk of debris extrusion, since statistically significant difference was observed in comparison with 6% NaOCl, 2% CHX solution and SS. It is important to emphasize that in all canals the
same amount of irrigant was used during instrumentation. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.

The well-stablished method described by Myers and Montgomery (21) was used in the present study, as recently recommended by Tanalp and Güngör (26), as the system that has received the most attention and has been adopted by most studies pertaining to apical extrusion of debris. However, it is worth mentioning that this experiment was conducted using extracted teeth with their apices suspended in air (zero back pressure); therefore, the periapical tissues were not mimicked. The results of the current study might be different if applied in a clinical situation in which the periapical tissues act as a natural barrier, which could limit apical debris extrusion (27). Also, the implications of a vital or necrotic pulp and the presence of a lesion of endodontic origin in the apical extrusion of debris are not clear.

In the present study, teeth were carefully selected according to tooth type, canal size at the working length, number of canals and canal curvature. This ensured that the apical extrusion of debris was due to the study variables (irrigation techniques and/or irrigant substance) and not due to tooth morphology. Mechanical preparation was performed by using reciprocating files, as they allow less debris extrusion than the conventional rotary systems (28), are simple, faster and as efficient technique as the multiple-file system (2).

One methodological aspect that should be discussed is that the experimental groups in this study differed not only in the mode of irrigant delivery (positive and negative pressure) and irrigant substances, but also in the delivery protocol, which was not possible to standardize. This issue has been recently pointed-out by Versiani et al. (29). This lack of standardization is a very common problem with studies using EndoVac system protocol, because the irrigant is not delivered within the root canal system, but in the pulp chamber. Thus, despite the reported results reflect true differences between the tested protocols, it remains unclear in which magnitude the difference in the irrigant delivery affected the results, and further studies are required.

Nowadays with the use of rotary instrumentation, high concentrated chemical substances for the chemomechanical preparation (e.g. 6% NaOCl) and the new concepts of working length closer to the apical foramen, it seems that the EndoVac system could be very helpful in decreasing the risk of flare-ups caused by the extrusion of irrigants.

It was concluded that no irrigation protocol succeeded in preventing debris extrusion. However, apical negative pressure irrigation (EV) resulted in lower levels of debris extrusion than conventional irrigation (CI). Moreover, during conventional irrigation, the use of CHXg + SS resulted in lower debris extrusion.

**Resumo**

Este estudo avaliou a quantidade de debris extruídos apicalmente após o preparo químico-mecânico (PQM) utilizando sistemas de irrigação com pressão positiva e negativa [irrigação convencional (IC) e EndoVac (EV)]. O efeito de diferentes irrigantes [hipoclorito de sódio 6% (NaOCl), clorexidina gel + solução salina (CLXg + SS), solução de clorexidina 2% (CLXs) ou solução salina (SS)]. Dezenove pré-molares inferiores com único canal radicular foram selecionados e aleatoriamente alocados em 8 grupos (n=10) de acordo com o sistema de irrigação e irrigante utilizado durante o PQM: G1 (EV + NaOCl), G2 (EV + CLXg + SS), G3 (EV + CLXs), G4 (EV + SS), G5 (IC + NaOCl), G6 (IC + CLXg + SS), G7 (IC + CLXs) e G8 (IC + SS). Limas Reciproc® R25 foram utilizadas durante o PQM e os debris extruídos de cada dente foi coletado em tubos pré-pesados e secos. O peso médio de debris foi avaliado por meio de microbalança, e os dados foram analisados estatisticamente utilizando ANOVA e teste de Tukey (x = 0.05). Todos os grupos foram comparados com extrusão de debris. EV foi o sistema de irrigação com menos extrusão de debris (p<0.05). Não foram observadas diferenças entre os irrigantes quando o EV foi utilizado. Quando foi utilizada IC, CLXg + SS foram associados a menor extrusão de debris (p<0.05). Concluiu-se que nenhum protocolo de irrigação conseguiu prevenir extrusão de debris. EV resultou em menores níveis de extrusão de debris que a IC. A utilização da CLXg + SS resultou em menor extrusão de debris.
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